
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Zagster 
CITY OF WICHITA 
MICRO-MOBILITY OPERATIONS  
PLATFORM OVERVIEW 
 
Bringing scooter share  
to the community  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Zagster’s plan to expand Wichita’s micro-mobility impact 

Expanding our bike share’s impact with e-scooters 

Zagster has been working with the City of 
Wichita to operate what we believe to be 
one of the best small-town bike share 
programs in America. Currently, we 
operate 270 bikes at 25 locations. We 
have taken great pride in our relationship 
with the City, and have worked hard to 
tackle things like: filling transit gaps, 
providing connections between County 
parks, the Zoo,   and the City , recreation 
for residents, visitors and local students 
and putting key destinations on the map.  

To build on this success and to help 
Wichita move mobility forward, we are 
proposing adding e-scooter share into 
our fleet to extend access to more types 
of riders. E-scooters are used primarily for 
transit, which makes them a great tool for 
plugging transit gaps for last mile 
distances. It is as common to see 
professionals in suits riding scooters as it 
is recreational riders! With e-scooters 
communities can truly move that one- 
step closer towards reducing car usage.  
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Overview of Zagster 

As a mobility operator, Zagster has over 10+ 
years of experience operating bike share 
programs across 200+ programs in 40 states. 

Our operations platform is tailor-built to 
deliver multimodal micro-mobility innovation 
and success to small and medium sized 
communities that have different needs than 
larger cities like New York and Los Angeles.  

Simply put, through our years of experience 
operating for small and medium sized cities, we have developed a deep 
understanding of what it takes to operate a successful micro-mobility programs for 
communities just like Wichita. 

We focus on long-term value over short term gain. Our mature operations platform 
has been continuously tested and improved for the last 10+ years in cities just like 
yours. Zagster’s operational excellence and ability to stay on top of the changes in 
the micro-mobility industry guarantees you will have the latest and greatest 
transportation options. Whether it is docked-based bikes and scooters today, or 
future innovations tomorrow, we are confident our tech-agnostic operations tools 
and single point of contact will guarantee long-term cohesion and success for the 
City of Wichita. 
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Our proposed mobility mix for Wichita 

Zagster Bikes  Spin Scooters 

Our scooter approach for Wichita 

A single point of 
contact to operate bikes and 
scooters 

  Work with City to study 
the impact of the program 
on transit 

Engage the community 
to guarantee equitable 
access 

Innovate with the City 
to offer the best public 
mobility in KS! 

Spin Scooters 
Spin will be the scooter brand that we offer alongside Zagster, our bike share brand. Spin will 
provide the mobile app, as well as the actual scooter. The end user in Wichita will interact with 
the Spin product, but Zagster, Inc. will be the one-company operating these devices, which will 
provide the City with one-collaborator to make sure both the bike share and scooter share 
compliment the community’s needs.  
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Overview of Spin 
Zagster chose Spin as our scooter partner because we believe Spin shares the same 
perspective that scooter share should exist to improve city transportation and not the other 
way around!  

● As a division of Ford Mobility, Spin is dedicated to learning from cities to improve
mobility

● Spin does not launch without permission!

● Zagster is the operations expert, Spin is the scooter hardware and mobile-app expert,
combined we offer an amazing experience for riders in Wichita.

● Zagster will own the relationship with Wichita  and be the sole point of contact, which
will dramatically simplify communication and mobility cohesion.
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Operations Plan 

Defined service area with the city  
Zagster can define where the scooters can operate using geo-fencing. The GPS on each 
scooter will ping our satellite and operate based on the boundaries we define. We can work 
collaboratively with the City to set these boundaries.  

Additionally, we can work with the City to identify pre-determined locations for staging and 
parking scooters. This will help riders park in ways that are unobstructive.  

Controlling behavior 
To further control how scooters operate, we can do the following things: 

Notifications to riders 
Once a rider enters an “off limits area,” they will be sent a notification” 

Can’t end trip 
If a rider tries to end their trip in an off-limits area, they will not be able to end 
their ride, and will be asked to return to a permitted usage area. 

Slow scooter to a low speed 
We also have the ability to slow the scooter to a low speed once a rider 
enters an off-limits area for safety purposes. However, we recommend 
against this option as it can cause safety issues in busy areas.  

Proof of Parking Compliance 
We believe the value of micro-mobility is the ability to get to unique places 
with precision. It’s what separates scooter share from static bussing and 
unlocks the ability to truly bridge transit gaps. Riders are given strict guidelines 
for how they can park their scooter within the app if they choose to park 
outside of a designated zone (i.e. only park next to bike racks, in the furniture 
zone, or at a designated drop location). Before ending a trip, they must take a 
photo of their scooter to provide proof of compliance. Additionally, when a new 
rider checks out a scooter, they are prompted to rate the parking job of the 
last user. If a user incurs a poor rating, they may be suspended from using the 
program. 
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Local Educational Screen-flows 
We can create custom educational screen-flows that appear in the mobile app before the 
rider uses the program to explain the local rules of the road.  

Local operations 

Zagster will 30 - 40 hire local hourly-paid workers to manage the program. Unlike other 
companies that only hire through their app and pay workers by the piece, Zagster will 
establish a local organization with skin in the game that cares about responding to  
Wichita’s needs. 

Cohesive team for bikes and scooters 
Our team will provide cohesion for both bike share and scooter share operations and 
management, which will drastically improve Wichita’s ability to control outcomes for the 
community.  

Daily routine 

Zagster will work with the City of Wichita to 
determine our daily operations routine. Our 
intent is to provide a scooter share that fits 
the needs of Wichita and not the other way 
around.  

Stage scooters each morning at 
drop-zones 
Each morning, Zagster will stage scooters at 
pre-designated drop locations to foster 
cohesion and tidy operations as well as 
reliable pick-up locations for riders. As a 
note, while riders are encouraged to return 
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scooters to designated areas, we cannot enforce 100% compliance. Instead, we work to create 
designated areas in high functional areas to make it easy for riders to drop them in these 
locations.  

Recharge scooters that hit 20% charge 
Once a scooter hits 20% charge level, the Zagster operations team will collect the scooter 
from the field for recharging.  

Respond to issues on-demand 
If an issue with a scooter is reported, such as blockage of the right of way, or a damaged 
device, Zagster will deploy a team member to collect the scooter. 

Remove scooters nightly  
Zagster will establish hours of operation with the City. Typically it is from 7am to Dusk.. At the 
end of each day, we will remove scooters completely from the field to be recharged and fixed 
overnight before being redeployed in the morning.  

Operations manager 
Zagster will hire a full-time local operations manager. The operations manager will be tasked 
with overseeing the local team, as well as serving as the boots-on-the-ground point person to 
respond to any City requests or emergencies. 

Organizational Development 

Other firms rely on hiring rebalancers 
and mechanics via their app as part of 
a gig economy approach towards 
operations. Cities across the country 
have expressed that the gig-economy 
approach does not work. It leads to less 
reliable service, less coordination with 
transit goals, and lower-quality 
execution. 

Zagster approaches staffing in a 
fundamentally different way. We 
believe cohesion and reliability is 
important to cities like Wichita, which is 
why we hire and train experienced team members to launch, operate, support, and 
scale our programs.  

Below is a staffing chart outlining our organization and the key roles that will be 
supporting this project.  
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Operations 

VP of Markets  Responsible for the operational performance 
across all bike and scooter markets.  

Operations Director  Manage and oversee local operations team 
from our corporate headquarters.  

City Launcher  Travels around the country to help set up 
in-market operations infrastructure and 
recruit & train the local operations team.  

Operations Manager  Ground-team lead responsible for leading a 
team of 5+ Operations Specialists towards 
delivery of efficient, effective operations 
delivery. 

Operations Specialist  Executes all daily operations activities in order 
to support vehicle deployment, collection, 
and repair.  

Market Management 

Director of Market Management  Responsible for program success, community 
satisfaction, and growth across all bike and 
scooter markets. 

Market Manager  Acting as a trusted advisor, the Market 
Manager will work with the City and all system 
stakeholders to help achieve their goals and 
streamline communications for the City and 
program sponsors. Responsible for all 
reporting, sponsorship acquisition, and 
regional stakeholder coordination 
post-launch. 

HR & People Operations 

Director of People Operations  Oversees recruiting and onboarding for all 
employees and contractors in corporate and 
field roles.  

Recruiting Coordinator  Manages job postings and work closely with 
the Operations team to qualify candidates 
and arrange for in-market hiring events. 
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Learning & Development Specialist  Creates and implements comprehensive 
trainings for all field and home office 
employees. Manages our online learning 
platform and curriculums for each field role 
and their unique set of responsibilities. 

Partnerships 

Chief Business Officer  Selects and negotiates partnerships with 
Zagster’s mobility provider partners, like Spin. 

Sales Director  Oversees all new partnership development 
with cities. 

Strategic Partnerships Manager  Works with small and medium sized 
communities all across the country to fund, 
launch, and grow multimodal mobility 
programs.  

Qualifications and Experience 

Our operations platform is tailor-built to deliver ongoing micro-mobility innovation 
and success to small and medium sized communities like the City of Wichita. 
Samples of our relevant experiences are outlined below.  
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City of St. George, UT 
Population: 85,000 

In January 2017, Zagster launched a dock-based bike share program in St. George, 
Utah. The program featured 55-cruiser bikes, 3 adaptive bikes, and 11 stations 
distributed across the City of St. George and Dixie State University to help activate the 
city’s  trail networks and connect students to downtown destinations.  

Through Zagster’s robust sponsorship model, the two-year program was funded in 
full by six different community sponsors, and provided at no cost to the City of St. 
George.  

Adam Greenstein, an account manager at the time, developed the partnership with 
the title sponsor of the program, Intermountain Healthcare. An expert in 
public-private partnerships, Adam collaborated with the City, the university, and 
program sponsors to finalize the design of the program and guide the project 
through implementation and launch.   

On March 7, 2019, Zagster expanded the program to include Spin e-scooters after the 
City of St. George selected Zagster to be their exclusive e-mobility operator. We 
started with 100 scooters and have since scaled to 300 to meet the rising demand, 
with scooter usage averaging over 3 rides per scooter per day.  Since launching 
scooters, we’ve also experienced our highest monthly bike share ridership, 
demonstrating the synergies achieved when a single, expert operator manages both 
modes of transit.  

Driven by our operational tools (Wrangler) and development of industry leading SOPs, 
on-the our on the ground team of 25 mechanics and rebalancers (pictured below) 
has deployed and picked up 100% of permitted scooters every morning and evening.  

(St. George Operations Team  in the Zagster warehouse before morning deployment) 
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References 

City of St. George UT, and Dixie State University 

Dates of Service  Jan 2018 - Present 

Types of Vehicles  Zagster Bikes and Spin Scooters 

Name of Organization  City of St George 

Contact Name and Title  Marc Mortensen, Director of Support 
Services 

Address  175 East 200 North, St. George, Utah 84770 
United States 

Email & Telephone  marc.mortensen@sgcity.org, (435) 
627-4005

Purdue, Indiana 

Dates of Service  May 2015 - Present 

Types of Vehicles  Pace Bikes and Ford Scooters 

Name of Organization  Purdue University 

Contact Name and Title  Aaron Madrid, Bicycle Operations 
Coordinator 

Address  700 Ahlers Drive West Lafayette, IN 47907 

Email & Telephone  madrida@purdue.edu, (765) 496-3825 
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City of Rochester, NY and University of Rochester 

Dates of Service  May 2017 - Present 

Types of Vehicles  Pace Bikes, Scooters to be added in 2019 

Name of Organization  City of Rochester, Erik Frisch 

Contact Name and Title  Transportation Planner 

Address  30 Church St., Rochester, NY 14614 

Email & Telephone  erik.frisch@cityofrochester.gov, (585) 
428-6709
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